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Highlights 

 

• Most test accountability stakes occur at the individual level (Walker & Engelhard, 2016) so 

person fit analysis is an important part of documenting validity evidence. 

• Much of the available research on person fit in Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) utilized 

traditional person fit statistics for detecting person misfit.  

• Among the studied approaches, cumulative sum (CUSUM) procedures have been found 

powerful in CAT but when the parameters of the underlying statistical model are known before 

and after the change in response string (which doesn’t hold in most CAT applications). 

• A comprehensive approach with multiple indicators of person fit may be needed. 

 

 

In this editorial chapter, I aim to summarize findings on person fit analysis in computerized adaptive 

testing (CAT) from prior research and discuss potential avenues for further research. In item response 

theory (IRT) applications, person fit quantifies fit of a response pattern to the model (Bradlow & Weiss, 

2001, p. 86). Person misfit refers to unexpected response patterns by individuals. There are many 

potential reasons of misfit including special knowledge (Sinharay, 2016), cheating, guessing (Meijer, 

1996), fatigue (Swearingen, 1998), warming up (Meijer, 1996), or faking (Ferrando & Anguiano-

Carrasco, 2012). Evaluation of misfit is a significant step for addressing discrepancies within the 

measurement model. When IRT models are used, evidence of model fit which involves person fit 

analysis results should be reported (Standard 4.10; AERA, APA & NCME, 2014) as validity evidence 

to enhance score interpretations. Once misfitting items are identified, corrective steps such as item 

revision or removal can be implemented. For examinees who exhibit misfit, additional exploration can 

be undertaken to pinpoint behaviors that might necessitate adjustments to the test program or corrective 

interventions for particular examinees. 

 

Although IRT estimates are robust to model-data misfit and many control mechanisms, involving both 

statistical (i.e., standardized log-likelihood index) and graphical approaches (i.e., person response plots), 

are available to detect person misfit, respondents in real test administrations may respond to items in 

unique and unstudied way (Walker & Engelhard, 2016). In addition, available misfit measures are 

specifically designed for fixed-item tests and have lower power when used with adaptive testing (van 

Krimpen-Stoop & Meijer, 1999, Meijer & van Krimpen-Stoop, 2010, Robin, 2002). This comes from 

two advantageous features of CAT that is item selection mechanisms which result in shorter tests and 
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modest spread of item difficulties for an examinee (Meijer & van Krimpen-Stoop, & E.M.L.A. 2009, p. 

32). In CAT, an item selection mechanism based on maximum information is utilized as part of the 

testing algorithm. This algorithm chooses items from an item pool that best match to the examinee's 

ability level. It aims to minimize the administration of items that are significantly too easy or too difficult 

for that examinee. Consequently, every examinee is presented with a unique test comprising items that 

are targeting for the examinee's ability level. Paradoxically, adaptive nature of CAT reduces the 

traditional sources of person misfit, while it poses a challenge for the detection of person misfit. In CAT, 

likelihood of inappropriate item selection that is too hard or too easy for a particular respondent is 

minimized. However, a person’s responses should still be checked for fit to the IRT model chosen to 

calibrate parameters. Since different sets of items are drawn from an item pool with item parameters 

considered to be known, person fit checks in CAT, which may be absent in the item pool development 

stage, should provide  additional quality check for data-model fit (Walker and Engelhard, 2016).   

 

To address this concern attached to CAT applications, researchers have developed adaptive test specific 

person fit statistics and tested their misfit detection power (Hendravan, Glas & Meijer, 2005; McLeod 

& Lewis, 1999; van Krimpen-Stoop, 2000). A handful person fit indices that performed well in CAT 

depend on the CUSUM approach (i.e., LARD by Bradlow and Weiss, 2001; iterative upper and lower 

CUSUM by van Krimpen-Stoop & Meijer; 2000, 2001, 2002). This approach was found particularly 

successful at identifying abrupt shifts in response patterns, attributed to issues like decreased attention, 

speededness, or item preknowledge. CUSUM-based statistical process control mechanisms are found 

the most useful especially when the parameters of the underlying model before and after the change are 

known (Montgomery, 2013), which is not the case for CAT. Researchers addressed this shortcoming of 

CUSUM-based fit statistics for detecting person fit by proposing change-point based fit statistics (Tests 

for change point- TFCP;). Similar to the CUSUM approach, the logic of tests for change point (TFCP) 

is to find the point where the model parameters underlying a sequence of responses have changed in 

some fashion. This approach was tested for its usefulness for CAT since item parameters within an item 

pool are assumed to be known, whereas person parameters are not (Sinharay, 2016). Although TFCP-

based fit statistics were found powerful in detecting unexpectedly abrupt change in response string, 

potential reasons of person misfit is not limited to this in CAT. An abrupt change in response strings 

can occur due to various reasons, such as initial warming up, speededness/fatigue or loss of attention 

through the end, or specialized content knowledge (Smith and Plackner, 2010) on a series of items during 

the test. Yet, these indicators might not always serve best in identifying misfit within a CAT context. 

For instance, to detect misfit caused by test fraud, including item memorization, pre-existing item 

knowledge, or item parameter drift, alternative approaches to diagnosing misfit may be required. 

Alternatively, Walker and Engelhard (2016) proposed a two step-approach for person misfit detection 

that integrates person response functions (PRF, Trabin & Weiss, 1979) to person fit statistics. Their 

approach enables to further investigate reason and location of misfit. Another piece of graphical 

evidence could be grounded in the adaptive nature of CATs. As the CAT progresses to later stages, 

variability in ability estimates is expected to decrease. Plotting the ability estimates against the sequence 

of item administration and drawing a line through these estimates can offer further visual insight into 

person misfit. Ideally, in a typical CAT administration, the slope of this line should approach to zero, 

indicating stabilization in the ability estimation process. Otherwise, a deviation from this pattern would 

signal a person's misfit and warrants further investigation. 

 

Overall, reviewing the available literature on person fit in CAT, it appears there remains significant 

room for research, particularly in light of recent advancements in CAT research, such as multistage 

testing. The points below highlight essential areas for further investigation and aims to offer a foundation 

for researchers interested in exploring this field more deeply: 
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• Specific Challenges in Measuring Affective Constructs with CATs: CAT applications of 

psychological constructs can yield unique challenges in person-fit analysis, such as biases linked 

to social desirability. Developing indices specially designed for the nature of affective CATs, 

which address the varied reasons for person misfit in assessing psychological constructs, could 

be a viable approach.  

 

• Holistic Fit Indices for Multi-scale CAT: Utilizing CAT to evaluate individuals across a range 

of dimensions, from cognitive abilities and personality traits to specific skill sets, is known for 

its precision and efficiency on individual scales (Maurelli & Weiss, 1981). A composite fit index 

that considers the interrelationships and collective performance across scales could increase the 

CAT's effectiveness, ensuring a holistic assessment of person fit.  

 

• Lastly, investigating person fit within multistage CAT applications can offer a promising avenue 

for research, especially in light of recent studies such as Sideridis, Ghamdi & Zamil (2023), 

which compare the effectiveness of multistage CAT and traditional CAT. Their findings 

highlight a notable divergence in theta scores for high-ability examinees within multistage CAT 

frameworks, despite generally supporting multistage CAT's role in enhancing measurement 

accuracy. This discrepancy highlights the necessity for further exploration into how different 

multistage CAT designs handle misfit detection, particularly in scenarios involving high and 

low-ability examinees. 
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